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DNA polymerase X (pol X) from the African swine fever virus is a 174-
amino-acid repair polymerase that likely participates in a viral base excision
repair mechanism, characterized by low fidelity. Surprisingly, pol X's
insertion rate of the G•G mispair is comparable to that of the four Watson–
Crick base pairs. This behavior is in contrast with another X-family
polymerase, DNA polymerase β (pol β), which inserts G•G mismatches
poorly, and has higher DNA repair fidelity. Using molecular dynamics
simulations, we previously provided support for an induced-fit mechanism
for pol X in the presence of the correct incoming nucleotide. Here, we
perform molecular dynamics simulations of pol X/DNA complexes with
different incoming incorrect nucleotides in various orientations [C•C, A•G,
and G•G (anti) and A•G and G•G (syn)] and compare the results to
available kinetic data and prior modeling. Intriguingly, the simulations
reveal that the G•G mispair with the incoming nucleotide in the syn
configuration undergoes large-scale conformational changes similar to that
observed in the presence of correct base pair (G•C). The base pairing in the
G•G mispair is achieved via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding with an overall
geometry that is well poised for catalysis. Simulations for other mismatched
base pairs show that an intermediate closed state is achieved for the A•G
and G•G mispair with the incoming dGTP in anti conformation, while the
protein remains near the open conformation for the C•C and the A•G syn
mismatches. In addition, catalytic site geometry and base pairing at the
nascent template–incoming nucleotide interaction reveal distortions and
misalignments that range from moderate for A•G anti to worst for the C•C
complex. These results agree well with kinetic data for pol X and provide a
structural/dynamic basis to explain, at atomic level, the fidelity of this
polymerase compared with other members of the X family. In particular, the
more open and pliant active site of pol X, compared to pol β, allows pol X to
accommodate bulkier mismatches such as guanine opposite guanine, while
the more structured and organized pol β active site imposes higher dis-
crimination, which results in higher fidelity. The possibility of syn con-
formers resonates with other low-fidelity enzymes such as Dpo4 (from the Y
family), which readily accommodate oxidative lesions.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The African swine fever virus (ASFV) is an encap-
sulated deoxyvirus with icosahedral morphology,
known to induce a lethal infection in domestic pigs.1

Its natural hosts are warthogs and bush pigs, in
d.



Table 1. Summary of kinetic data for pol X and
correlation with molecular dynamics results

Base
pair

Kpol/Kd
(M−1 s−1)

Kd
(mM) Fidelity

Helix E movement (Å)
(from dynamics simulations)

C•G 2300a 230a n.a. 6.89
G•C 200b 270b n.a. 5.34c

G•G 130b 21b 3.8b 5.34 (syn); 3.07 (anti)
A•G 30a 20a 30a 2.76 (anti); 2.87 (syn)
C•C 0.30a 860a 7700a 1.96

a Data from Showalter and Tsai.36
b Data from Lamarche and Tsai.7
c Data from Sampoli Benitez et al.34
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which ASFV causes unapparent persistent infec-
tions, and argasid ticks of the genus Ornithodoros
that live on the suids.2,3 The disease is mostly con-
fined to the area of sub-Saharan Africa, but the virus
has been found also in the Iberian Peninsula and the
Caribbean.4,5 The viral genome is a double-stranded
DNA molecule that encodes a total of 151 proteins,6

including a minimal DNA repair system, composed
of an apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease,7,8 an
ATP-dependent DNA ligase,6,9 and a repair poly-
merase, DNA polymerase X (pol X), which catalyzes
a single-nucleotide filling in gapped DNA.10 Pol X,
with 174 amino acids, is the smallest naturally
occurring DNA-directed DNA polymerase described
so far. It belongs to the X family of polymerases and
shares sequence and structure similarity with the
well-studied human DNA polymerase β (pol β),11 an
enzyme involved in base excision repair.12–14 Since
the correct replication of DNA affects the genome
integrity,15 DNA polymerases have been the subject
of numerous experimental16 and theoretical stu-
dies17 directed toward understanding the fidelity
mechanism and enzymatic cycle.
The molecular structure of most polymerases

resembles a hand (left handed in the X family),
with three distinct subdomains: palm, thumb, and
fingers.18–20 The palm and the fingers are instru-
mental in binding to the gapped DNA and posi-
tioning it into the right conformation for extension.
A conserved catalytic triad, composed of three
carboxylate residues, is located in the palm domain
and, together with twometal ions, helps catalyze the
template-directed nucleotidyl transfer reaction to
the primer strand.21–25 Overall, the reaction pro-
ceeds with an “induced-fit” mechanism,26–30 where
only the correct incoming nucleotide induces the
conformational change to a “closed” state that has
the right positioning of the catalytic groups for
proper synthesis; the incorrect nucleotide, on the
other hand, causes a misalignment of the key resi-
dues so that repair is hampered.
NMR solution structures of pol X showed that its

three-dimensional structure resembles a simplified
hand, missing one of the subdomain present in other
X-family polymerases, either the fingers or the
thumb, depending on the nomenclature used, im-
portant for DNA binding.11,31 Experimental data
show that pol X binds DNA tightly even though it is
missing the putative DNA-binding domain. Chemi-
cal shift perturbation and fluorescence data that
analyzed the binding of pol X to single-stranded
DNA revealed that two lysine-rich areas, helix C on
the palm domain and helix E on the thumb domain,
could be implicated in DNA binding.31,32 However,
recent studies on pol X double-stranded DNA com-
plexes that employed quantitative fluorescent titra-
tions and energy transfer techniques indicate that
the proper DNA-binding subsite is the one located
on the thumb subdomain.33 These findings further
validate our initial model and the dynamics studies
performed on DNA/pol X complexes that sug-
gested cooperative interactions between helix E and
the DNA strand.34 Recent ultracentrifugation and
small-angle X-ray scattering studies on pol X/DNA
complexes confirmed that pol X forms a 1:1 complex
with DNA and further identified several positive
residues on helix E and adjacent strand as important
for protein/DNA interactions.35

Despite structural similarities, pol X and pol β
exhibit different fidelity profiles. While pol β is a
moderate-fidelity enzyme, pol X is much more error
tolerant, with fidelities ranging from 7700 to 1.9 (see
Table 1 for review of the kinetic data). It has been
hypothesized that the error-proneness of this en-
zyme is important for the virus since it can contribute
to genetic and antigenic diversity.37,38

Kinetic data suggest that pol X incorporates G
versus G (G•G mismatch) with a catalytic efficiency
comparable to that of the correct Watson and Crick
base pair. For the A•G mismatch, while the enzyme
binds well to the incoming nucleotide dGTP, the
catalytic rate constant is low, giving rise to a
considerably lower catalytic efficiency compared to
the correct base pairing (see Table 1 for kinetic data).
On the other hand, the C•C mispair is the least
efficient, catalyzed with a fidelity of 7700.36 The lack
of structural data makes molecular modeling and
dynamics simulations a welcome approach by
which to investigate the molecular details of the
interaction between pol X, DNA, and incoming
nucleotide for the mismatch base pairs. Earlier, our
in silico studies of pol X with correct base pairing
suggested an induced-fit mechanism consistent with
experimental studies.34,39 Here, we investigate using
molecular dynamics simulations the molecular de-
tails of several mismatched base pairings to help
interpret the puzzling kinetic data at atomic level to
understand the error-proneness of pol X. Our com-
parison of dynamics behavior and active-site geo-
metry for C•G and G•G versus A•G and C•C leads
to systematic trends correlated with kinetic data that
explain why G•G is easily extended.
Results and Discussion

As described under Computational Methodology,
six ternary complexes of pol X (Fig. 1) were set as
starting configurations (Table 2), with G•G in both
anti and syn orientations for the incoming nucleotide
(Fig. 2), A•G in both anti and syn orientations and
C•G, and C•C in anti conformations. A reference pol



Fig. 2. Different conformations for the G•G mispair.
(a) Both template and incoming nucleotide are in anti
conformation. (b) The template is in anti, while the
incoming nucleotide has a syn conformation. In this latter
arrangement, Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds can be formed
(shown in black).

Fig. 1. Starting pol X model for dynamics simulations.
Pol X is shown in pink with key residues and areas high-
lighted. The catalytic triad (Asp49, Asp51, and Asp100) is
shown in orange. The incoming nucleotide, dGTP, is
colored by atom; the two divalent Mg ions are green, and
the gapped DNA, in light green, is cartooned. The box of
water molecules, colored by atom, is also shown as well as
counterions (Na+ in blue and Cl− in yellow) placed to
achieve physiological ionic strength.
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β system with a G•G syn mismatch was also simu-
lated for comparison.

Pol X can accommodate G•G mismatch in a syn
conformation

Previous simulations suggested that pol X under-
goes a conformational change only in the presence of
the correct incoming nucleotide. This confor-
mational change occurs in the thumb subdomain
and can be exemplified by the movement of helix
E. Interestingly, when only the gapped DNA is
present, no conformational change was observed.34

Here, simulations of the G•G mispair show that a
conformational change consistent with a transition
from open to closed state is achieved with the
incoming nucleotide (dGTP) in the syn conformation
(Figs. 3 and 4) but not from the anti conformation.
The analysis of the root-mean-square deviations
(RMSDs) (Fig. 4; Table 1) clearly shows that the
Table 2. Summary of molecular dynamics simulations
performed

System
Total number

of atoms
Length of

simulation (ns)

C•G 39,441 10.5
G•G (syn) 39,444 10.5
G•G (anti) 39,444 10.5
A•G (syn) 39,443 10.5
A•G (anti) 39,443 10.5
C•C 39,438 10.5
Pol β: G•G (syn) 39,998 11.1

Fig. 3. (a) Lateral and (b) front views of helix E move-
ment for the correct base pairing and mismatched struc-
tures after 10.5 ns of dynamics simulation. The final
structures were obtained by averaging over the last nano-
second of dynamics production. All of the structures are
superimposed on the Cα atoms of the palm subdomain
(1–105) of their initial structures. The colored ribbons
identify the simulated initial structure (green), correct base
pair C•G (red), G•G syn (light purple), A•G anti (orange),
A•G syn (light blue), G•G anti (pink), and C•C (yellow).



Fig. 4. Time evolution plots of the RMSD values for the α-helix E Cα atoms (blue) and the thumb subdomain (red) of
the pol Xmismatched structures and correct base pair matched structures. RMSD values were obtained by superimposing
the palm subdomain (residues 1–105) with respect to their initial structures. RMSD plots of the mismatched structures
(upper panels and lower left panel); RMSD plots of the correct base pair matched structures (two lower right panels).
RMSD average values for the α-helix E over the last nanosecond of the simulations are reported in Table 1.
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conformational change occurs not only in helix E, but
also in the entire thumb subdomain. The total helix
movement, measured as RMSD between the starting
conformation and the final simulated structure,
obtained by averaging the RMSD values over the
last 1 ns of the dynamics simulation, is reported in
Table 1. The helix movement for the G•G mispair
with the incoming nucleotide in syn conformation is
comparable to that observed for the correct G•C
structure and only slightly lower than that for the
correct C•G structure. This result is in agreement
with kinetic data that show a general preference for
the incorporation of purines versus pyrimidines.36,40

With the incoming G nucleotide in anti conforma-
tion, the conformational change is about half that
value (Table 1). The idea of considering an alter-
native syn geometry for the G•G and A•G mispairs
came from a report of Hoogsteen base pairing in the
G•G mismatch for BF polymerase.41 Since then,
other studies have suggested that in mismatched
purine–purine pairs, the incoming nucleotide adopts
a syn conformation, including in a pol β crystal
structure with a G•Amismatch42 and a kinetic study
for Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I with a G•G
mispair.43 In this latter study, the A•G mispair
appears to have an anti•anti geometry, but the
authors could not exclude an anti•syn conformation.
Several crystallographic and molecular dynamics

studies have also reported that the damaged tem-
plating base 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine
(8-oxoG) preferentially assumes the syn when pair-
ing with purine nucleotides.44–46

A recent study on BF that employed molecular
dynamics simulations and free-energy calculations
showed that the adoption of this less conventional
syn conformation was also favored by the incoming
nucleotide for adenine incorporation opposite the
oxidatively damaged 8-oxoG in anti conformation.47

Our results suggest that the G•G mismatch in pol
X may assume an anti•syn conformation and that



Fig. 5. Geometry of template–primer DNA base pairs
with the incoming nucleotide in the simulated structure
(average structure over the last nanosecond of dynamics
trajectory). The structures of the simulated mismatched
pairs G•G syn (light purple), A•G anti (orange), A•G syn
(light blue), G•G anti (pink), and C•C (yellow) and the
correct C•G base pair (red) are displayed.
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this geometry can be extended further, since a con-
formational change from open to closed state is
observed with no major template strand distortions.
For the A•G mismatched pair, an intermediate

state between the open and closed form is achieved
when the incoming nucleotide is in anti conforma-
tion. However, helix E does not undergo a signifi-
cant conformational change when the incoming
nucleotide is in syn conformation and thus the
system remains closely to the open form. The non-
negligible value of helix E RMSD over the last
nanosecond of simulation (2.87 Å, Table 1) is due
more to a translational movement rather than to an
open-to-closed transition, such that the protein
remains in an open conformation. These results
suggest that the incoming nucleotide will likely be in
anti conformation rather than syn when the A•G
mismatch is incorporated, as larger helix E move-
ment and better active-site geometry (see below) are
observed in the simulated A•G anti structure.
Finally, for the C•C mispair, no large conforma-

tional change in helix E is observed (Fig. 3).
Overall, simulation results are in agreement with

the available kinetic data (Table 1). These data show
that even though the A•G mismatch complex forms
(low dissociation constant Kd for the complex), the
catalysis does not occur readily (low catalytic effi-
ciency, calculated as kpol/Kd). On the other hand, the
C•C mismatch has both high Kd and low kpol/Kd
and, subsequently, the highest fidelity with respect
to this misincorporation. Although the movement of
helix E andmore broadly of the thumb subdomain is
not a direct measurement of reaction catalysis, our
data support an induced-fit mechanism, inwhich the
right geometry of the active site is achieved onlywith
correct pairing andG•Gmismatch pairing, provided
that the incoming base is in syn conformation.

Base pairing at the incorporation site reveals a
distorted geometry for certain mismatches

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the incorrect in-
coming nucleotide for A•G anti (orange), G•G anti
(magenta), and C•C (yellow) and the corresponding
template residue assume distorted conformations
that deviate from Watson–Crick arrangements.
Instead, in these mismatches, the base pairs partially
stack against one another; this distortion is most
severe for C•C. The staggered conformation of base
pairs is consistent with previously reported mis-
matched structures.41,48 On the other hand, we see
that the G•G syn mismatch has an undistorted
active site with the incoming base aligning well with
the templating base, through a Hoogsteen hydrogen
bond pattern (Figs. 2 and 5). According to the geo-
metric selection model, the size and shape com-
plementarity of the nascent base pairs are more
important than the ability to form Watson–Crick
hydrogen bonds. It has been shown that a number of
DNA polymerases can incorporate nonpolar nucleo-
side isosteres that cannot form Watson–Crick inter-
action49,50 and that this ability correlates with the
fidelity of DNA synthesis.51 Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that low-fidelity pol X can incorporate
mismatches with non-Watson–Crick interactions.
However, as can be inferred from the kinetic data,
not all mismatches are equally incorporated. The
distorted geometry of the nascent base pair corre-
lates well with the misincorporation rate, with the
more distorted being incorporated less frequently. In
addition, the displacement of the incoming nucleo-
tide, which results in a longer Pα–O3′ distance,
further discourages incorrect nucleotide insertion,48

as will be discussed in the next paragraph.
The A•G syn mispair is an interesting exception,

because it does not follow the pattern described
above. In this mismatched structure, goodHoogsteen
hydrogen bonding is achieved and, therefore, the base
pairing geometry is optimal. However, the incoming
nucleotide is positioned away from the primer strand
and, as a result, the active site is severely distorted (see
below), underscoring our hypothesis that the syn
orientation is not likely to occur for this mismatch.

Active-site analysis echoes above trends

During the nucleotide incorporation, the basic
chemical reaction is the formation of a covalent
phosphodiester bond between the incoming dNTP
and the terminal primer base. It has been shown that
this nucleotidyl transfer reaction is favored when
the distance between the Pα of the incoming nuc-
leotide and the 3′-hydroxy group of the primer is
3 Å.30 Our Pα–O3′ distances, calculated by averaging
the distances over the last nanosecond of each



Table 3. Average active-site interatomic distances (final
1 ns of production dynamics)

Distance (Å)

C•G
G•G
syn

G•G
anti

A•G
anti

A•G
syn C•C

Nucleotidyl transfer distance
dNTP (Pa)–P10 (O3′) 3.55 3.63 6.74 3.65 7.85 9.51

Catalytic magnesium ion coordination
Mg2+ (A)–P10 (O3′) 4.81 4.37 7.53 4.46 6.93 9.34
Mg2+ (A)–dNTP (O1A) 1.80 1.84 1.86 3.90 4.03 1.86

Nucleotide-binding magnesium ion coordination
Mg2+ (B)–dNTP (O1A) 4.32 4.37 5.66 3.95 4.00 4.41
Mg2+ (B)–dNTP (O2γ) 1.92 1.91 1.84 3.94 1.91 1.94

dNTP, 2′-deoxynucleside triphosphate; P10, primer nucleotide.
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simulation, are larger for all mismatched structures,
but the closest to the favored distance is for the G•G
synmismatched structure (3.63 Å), while the furthest
from the favored one is seen in the C•C mismatch
(9.51 Å) (Table 3). Note that an ideal distance is not
observed even when the incoming nucleotide is the
Fig. 6. Coordination spheres of the catalytic Mg2+ (a) and
dynamics trajectory for all pol X/DNA complex mispairs. The
production.
correct one. As discussed in our previous molecular
dynamics study, the active-site arrangement is still
not perfectly poised for the chemical reaction, as
shown by the coordination of the catalytic magne-
sium ion.34 A similar situation was observed for pol
β, and this has led to our pre-chemistry avenue
hypothesis.17,48 For the chemical reaction to occur,
this catalytic ion has to coordinate with all three
aspartate residues of the catalytic triad. In fact, only
two aspartates (Asp49 and Asp51) are coordinated
with the magnesium ion and the third, Asp100, is
farther away, displaced in the Mg2+ coordination
sphere by a water molecule. A similar situation is
observed for all the mismatched pairs, in which a
water molecule completes the hexa-coordination of
the catalytic magnesium ion instead of Asp100
(Fig. 6).
That the critical distance dNTP Pα–O3′ in the G•G

syn mispair system is comparable to the structure
obtained with the correct incoming nucleotide re-
confirms that this system has an overall geometry
approaching the optimal one for nucleotide incor-
poration. Other distances that have been shown to
be important for the chemical reaction are also
the nucleotide binding Mg2+ (b) ions at the end of the
structures shown here are the last frame of the dynamics



Fig. 7. Protein residues within 4 Å of the incoming
nucleotide dGTP for the G•G syn mismatch system in the
average structure over the last nanosecond of dynamics.
The DNA is shown in blue. The two required magnesium
ions are also displayed in green: (A) catalytic Mg2+ ion and
(B) nucleotide binding ion.
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reported in Table 3. All distances were obtained by
averaging the values over the last nanosecond of each
simulation. In every case, distances in the G•G syn
mispair system compare well with the correct C•G
system. In contrast, all other mismatched pairs have
one or two distances that are significantly larger.
Since the twomagnesium ions are also required for

the nucleotidyl transfer reaction according to the
two-metal-ion catalytic mechanism,22 monitoring
the respective coordination spheres can help assess
how ready the active site is for the chemical reaction
(Table 3; Fig. 6). Again, the G•G syn structure has
distances that compare well with the C•G structure.
On the other hand, the other mismatched structures
reveal more significant distortion around the metal
coordination spheres. For example, the A•G anti
mismatch, which has a reasonable nucleotidyl trans-
fer distance, displays distortions around the nucleo-
tide-binding magnesium. Figure 6 shows that this
ion is surrounded by three water molecules and is
only loosely coordinated with the incoming nucleo-
tide, dGTP (see distances in Table 3). The sixth coor-
dination site is occupied by the side chain of Asp49.
The othermagnesium ion is instead coordinatedwith
two water molecules, the side chains of Asp51 and
Asp49 and O1A oxygen atom from the substrate Pa,
more similar to structure with the correct incoming
nucleotide. On the other hand, both the A•G syn and
the C•C mispair structures show large nucleotidyl
transfer reaction distances and overall bad geome-
tries around the twometal ions, suggesting that these
structures are not well poised for chemistry.
As noted above, the magnesium ions are hexa-

coordinated in all simulated structures (Fig. 6).
However, the aspartate side chains of the catalytic
triad are not always present in their coordination
spheres, as they should for the proper alignment of
the active-site residues required for catalysis. As
noted for the A•G anti mismatch structure, water
molecules occupy the vacant positions, giving rise to
an overall active-site cavity that is more exposed
compared with the correct incoming nucleotide.
Pol X's active-site cavity is relatively open and

only few protein residues contribute to stabilize the
incoming nucleotide. As shown in Fig. 7, which
depicts the protein residues in the G•G syn mis-
match structure within 4 Å of the incoming nucleo-
tide, the residues that interact with the incoming
dGTP are few (only eight) and mostly on one side of
the nucleotide. Considering the paucity of residues
defining this active-site cavity, it is not surprising
that pol X can accommodatemismatches more easily
than higher-fidelity polymerases. Interestingly, some
of these residues, and in particular Val120 andGlu44,
appear severely distorted in C•C and G•G anti
mismatch structure, in agreement with the fact that
these mispairs cannot be incorporated efficiently
with the given geometry.

Comparison with pol β

Pol β is a well-studied X-family member involved
in human base excision repair. The generally accep-
ted mechanism for this enzyme involves cycling
between an open (inactive) and a closed (active)
conformation to initiate catalysis.26 As mentioned
above, despite the structural similarity, polβ exhibits
a quite different behavior when incorporating mis-
matched pairs, yielding fidelities that are substan-
tially higher than the ones observed for pol X. Kinetic
data show that the rate of incorporation of a wrong
nucleotide is substantially lower than the corres-
ponding rate for the right one.52 In particular, cata-
lytic efficiency, calculated as kpol/Kd, for incorpora-
tion of G opposite G is 0.3 M−1 s−1, compared to a
value of 7.5×105 M−1 s−1 for the correct incorpora-
tion of C opposite G, thus making this mismatched
pair one of the least favorable to be incorporated.53,54

Molecular dynamics simulations for mismatched
pairs in the pre-chemistry state reveal that the closing
motion of helix N required for the catalytic cycling is
disrupted in the presence of incorrect incoming
nucleotides.48 In addition, active-site distortions
whose magnitude correlates well with the kinetic
data are also observed. Our pol β studies long sug-
gested that for mismatched pairs, chemistry pro-
ceeds from partially open states or suboptimal
activated complexes.48,55 In a recent analysis of the
relationship between the conformational landscape
and fidelity using the empirical valence bond
mapping, it was also concluded that the transition
state for an incoming incorrect nucleotide such as
G•G likely involves a different conformation of the
protein, more similar to the open than to the closed
one.56 In addition, studies on the G•G mismatch
employing mixed quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics techniques showed that the activation
energy in this system is about 5 kcal/mol higher than
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that in the correct system, due mainly to structural
distortion of the active site.57

Thus, the body of evidence suggests that pol β's
active site is more discriminating than that of pol X,
explaining the difference in fidelity for the G
opposite G misincorporation. However, all previous
simulations on the G•G mismatch pair were
performed with the incoming nucleotide in anti
conformation. Here, based on the geometric obser-
vations for pol X, our simulations of the G•G
mispair with the incoming nucleotide in syn
conformation help illuminate the catalytic geome-
tries of pol X and pol β in the presence of G•G
mismatch. As Fig. 8 shows, helix N of the G•G syn
system for pol β does not move to a closed con-
formation but rather stays in an intermediate state
that is closer to open, as also found for the G•G anti
mispair. Analysis of the active-site geometry reveals
that while the syn conformation allows a better
geometry than the anti, severe distortions remain. In
particular, the critical distance for catalysis Pα–O3′ is
4.34 Å for G•G syn versus 4.97 Å for the G•G anti
system. In addition, Hoogsteen base pairing affords
Fig. 8. Results from the G•G mismatch simulation of
DNA pol β with the incoming nucleotide in syn conform-
ation. In (a), helix N of the simulated structure (average
structure over the last nanosecond of production dyna-
mics) is displayed (light blue) compared with the crystal-
lographic open (green) and closed (red) conformation of
the protein. In (b), the arrangement of the active site is
shown. The coordination of the two magnesium ions
clearly departs from that in the ideal geometry.
a better base stacking for the nascent base instead of
the staggered interactions seen in the anti system.
However, the overall coordination of the two mag-
nesium ions still departs from the geometry required
for nucleotidyl transfer and important protein
residues also appear distorted. A water molecule is
positioned between the catalytic magnesium ion
and the incoming nucleotide so that direct coordi-
nation of the ion with the oxygen O1A of the dGTP
is lost.
Conclusions and Future Directions

Our study of several mismatched base pair sys-
tems for pol X reveals that the G•G mismatch struc-
ture with the incoming nucleotide in a syn con-
formation undergoes a conformational change and
achieves an overall active-site geometry similar to
that observed with the correct incoming nucleotide
G•C. These results suggest that pol X incorporates
easily the G•G mismatch, in agreement with kinetic
data. Other mismatches may not be incorporated as
efficiently, because they give rise to more distorted
base pairing and/or distorted active sites. These
simulations are the only structural data available
for pol X/DNA complexes in the presence of mis-
matches. Of course, experimental validation is cri-
tical to confirm our hypotheses.
It has been suggested that although the error-

proneness exhibited by pol X may be important for
creating genetic diversity, it may not be the primary
criterion of evolutionary selection. Rather, pol X and
other polymerases might have been selected for
translesion synthesis capabilities.58–61 In particular,
a recent study showed that pol X can bypass the
8-oxoG lesion and is unique in incorporating
8-oxoG•A slightly better than 8-oxoG•C.62 This
oxidative damage is particularly interesting for pol
X since oxidative stress by reactive oxygen species is
hypothesized to be prevalent in the cellular envir-
onment where ASFV operates.8,63 Intriguingly,
Johnson et al. suggested that this preference might
be due to the fact that the incoming nucleotide,
dATP, can utilize both the Watson and Crick face
and the Hoogsteen face to base pair with 8-oxoG,
while dCTP uses only the Watson–Crick face.60 This
possibility will be intriguing to explore with
computational approaches.
Computational Methodology

Initial models

Cartesian coordinates for five ternary complexes (Table 2,
excluding A•G syn), composed of pol X, a 16-mer double-
stranded gapped DNA, and incoming nucleotide (correct
and incorrect), were built using the Insight II Biopolymer
module (Accelrys, San Diego, CA) (see also System prepara-
tion and dynamics simulations of pol X A•G synmismatch).
The starting structure was the ternary complex of pol
X/DNA/dCTPpreviously used for dynamics simulations.34
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In this structure, the template base at the abasic site is
guanine, while the correct incoming nucleotide is cytosine.
This system also contains the two necessarymagnesium ions
and monovalent counterions for electrical neutrality at an
ionic strength of 150mM(35Cl− and 28Na+), in addition to a
box of 11,783 molecules of water (Fig. 1). The G•G mis-
matched model was built by substituting the base of the
incoming nucleotide of the correct G•C ternary structure
with guanine. In this model, both the incoming nucleotide
and the template base are in the anti conformation (indicated
as G•G anti structure). A model was also constructed in
which theguanine base of the incomingmismatchnucleotide
is rotated 180° with respect to the sugar moiety into a syn
conformation (called G•G syn) (Fig. 2). Usually, DNA base
pairs form Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding when they are
in anti conformation. However, an unconventional syn
geometry is sometimes found in DNA polymerases′ pur-
ine–purinemismatched structures41–43 or when oxidatively
damaged bases (such as the 8-oxoG) are present.45,47,64
Other studies that investigated the steric effects involved in
base pairing in DNA polymerase I, in the presence of
benzimidazole and other nucleobase analogs, revealed
that this alternative syn minimized steric clashes and
afforded the best steric and hydrogen-bonding comple-
mentarity opposite to guanine.65,66
The C•C mismatched structure was built from the

original ternary model by substituting the base on the
templating strand from G to C. Finally, the A•Gmismatch
was constructed using as a starting point the G•G anti
model and then substituting the guanine on the templat-
ing strand with an adenine.
A simulation of a pol β/DNA complex with incorrect

incoming nucleotide G•G (template-incoming dGTP)
was started from the intermediate (“half-closed”) con-
formation before the nucleotidyl transfer reaction to
capture pol β's closing within 10 ns. For the correct base
pair (G•C),30 the intermediate model was constructed as
an average of the crystallographic open, binary gapped
complex (1BPX) and closed, ternary complex (1BPY) from
the Protein Data Bank/Research Collaboratory for
Structural Bioinformatics resource. Specifically, the mod-
el's thumb subdomain is partially closed, with the correct
base pair (G•C) in the active site. On the basis of this
model, a complex of pol β with the G•G mispair was
built by replacing the correct incoming nucleotide (dCTP)
with incorrect nucleotides, dGTP. The incoming nucleo-
tide is in syn conformation, and the template is in anti
conformation.

Minimization, equilibration, and molecular dynamics

Energy minimizations, equilibrations, and dynamics
simulations for the five systems above were performed
using the program CHARMM (Chemistry Department,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA)67 with the all-atom
force field 26a2.68,69 All starting models were minimized
with 10,000 steps of steepest descent keeping all the protein
heavy atoms fixed, followed by further minimization with
20,000 steps of adapted basis Newton–Raphson minimiza-
tion,67,70 until the gradient of RMSDwas 10−6 kcal/mol•Å.
The minimization was then repeated, allowing all the
atoms to move. The systems were then equilibrated for
30 ps at 300 K, using the Langevin multiple time-step LN
integrator,71 minimized again, and re-equilibrated for
another 30 ps before starting the dynamics production.
The parameters used during equilibrations and dynamics
runswere 1 fs for the short time step,Δt (used to update the
bond, angle, and dihedral energy terms); 2 fs for the
medium time step (used to update the nonbonded inter-
action within a 7-Å distance); and 150 fs for the long time
step (used to update all the other nonbonded interaction
up to the global nonbonded interaction cutoff; here, 14 Å).
The SHAKE algorithm was employed in all runs to
constrain the bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms.72

Electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were
smoothed to zero at 12 Å with a shift function and a
switch function, respectively. A Langevin damping cons-
tant of γ=10 ps−1 was chosen. Dynamics simulations for
all systems with the CHARMM program were run for
10.5 ns and required approximately 14.1 days per nano-
second of CPU time on four parallel processors of anOrigin
2000, 300-MHz processor Silicon Graphic machine at New
York University.
Average structures for the final systems were calculated

in CHARMM using the last 1 ns of dynamics production.
System preparation and dynamics simulations of pol
X A•G syn mismatch

The A•G synmismatched model was built by substitut-
ing the base of the incoming nucleotide of the correct G•C
ternary structure with guanine and template residue with
adenine. The guanine base of the incoming mismatch
nucleotide was rotated 180° with respect to the sugar
moiety into a syn conformation (called A•G syn).
Energy minimizations and molecular dynamics simula-

tions were performed using the molecular dynamics
program NAMD73 with version C26a2 of the CHARMM
force field.69 First, the system was energy minimized for
10,000 steps using the Powell algorithm. The system was
then equilibrated for 20 ps at 300 K. Constant temperature
was maintained at 300 K using weakly coupled Langevin
dynamics of non-hydrogen atoms with a damping
coefficient γ of 10 ps; pressure was maintained at 1 atm
using a Langevin piston Nosé–Hoover barostat with an
oscillation period of 200 fs and a decay time of 100 fs.
Bonds to all hydrogen atoms were kept rigid using
SHAKE,72 permitting a time step of 2 fs. The system was
simulated in periodic boundary conditions, with full
electrostatics computed using the particle mesh Ewald
method74,75 with grid spacing on the order of 1 Å or less.
Short-range nonbonded terms were evaluated at every
step using a 12-Å cutoff for van der Waals interactions and
a smooth switching function. The total simulation length
is 10.5 ns.
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